discovery leads to technology, which in turn leads to human betterment. This model is as firmly entrenched in policy-makers' minds as it is intellectually discredited. As any engineer will tell you, innovations, such as aviation and the steam engine, commonly precede scientific understanding of how things work. Engineers also grumble about how the media report on science, but give almost no coverage to engineering or technology development.
These slights are probably felt most keenly by engineers in academia: their colleagues in industry have other things to think about, such as their superior pay, company cars and career opportunities.
During the long economic boom that ended in 2008, divisions between engineers and scientists over how government should spend money lay largely dormant. They've been stirred back to life because of threatened spending cuts, and by the realization that strong university science isn't enough to secure industrial competitiveness.
The RAEng said in its submission that each active research academic in physics and maths gets 'several times more expenditure' than those in engineering and technology. But industry spends twice as much -about £15 billion (US$23.8 billion) -as the UK government on research and development each year, and most of that industrial money supports engineering, not science. In addition, state programmes that concentrate on applied work -such as the European Commission's Framework Programme -tend to be more politicized, less meritocratic and less efficient than science programmes such as those of the US National Science Foundation.
So there is a strong case that the UK government should focus its attention on science. Even so, some of the questions from engineers deserve answers. The United States and Britain have dominated science for decades, but the productive sectors of their economies remain weak. Until 2008, there was remarkable complacency in both countries about their wholesale retreat from high-value-added manufacturing. Germany, with weak research universities but strong engineering labs in both the public and private sectors, exported a larger value of goods last year than either of them.
With money so tight, research priorities in Britain and the United States face re-examination. It is axiomatic that scientists won't do this: their central operating principle is not to upset the next person's rice bowl. If politicians try to set priorities, they'll be assailed for interfering and 'picking winners' . That leaves yesterday's habits as the main way to allocate tomorrow's resources. By casting a stone at their rivals, UK engineers have, at least, demanded better. They've also started a scrap between disciplines that will grow uglier as the spending cuts begin. wOrlD viewA personal take on events
